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IONIAN ISLANDS

A N T I PA X O S
The epitome of seclusion, with only 50 local inhabitants, Antipaxos provides
glorious sandy beaches and crystal waters. With only four tavernas, the
ethos here is quality rather than quantity.
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With an area of a mere five square
kilometres and a population of about 50
people, Antipaxos clearly belongs to a world
distinct and apart from our usual daily lives.
It may have in its history one of the greatest
naval battles between the Greek City
states of Corinth and Corfu in 432BC but
today it prefers to offer those who relish
nature’s simplicity an unique escape to
some of the best soft sand beaches and
clearest water in the Mediterranean.
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An undulating interior of hillsides, carpeted by
maquis, contains small vineyards above
beaches of sand and pebble. A network of
narrow tracks lead from the small harbour of
Agrapidia up to the interior and past the
occasional cottage with gardens of fruit trees,
vegetables and vineyards. Pathways, bordered
by large bulbs of sea squill and wild herbs,
lead down on the east coast to the sandy bays
of Voutoumi and Vrika with their chalk-blue
waters.
There are four tavernas but no shops on
Antipaxos. One of the tavernas, overlooking
Voutoumi beach, will usually remain open at
night on request from June to September. We
recommend that we arrange a substantial
hamper of provisions for your arrival – to last
two days. Clients can contact our Paxos office
to order further supplies, which will usually be
delivered the next day for a small charge
payable locally. From the end of May an
“Express Boat” travels between Paxos and
two of the Antipaxos sandy beaches. The
journey takes twenty minutes and mobile
phone contact with our Paxos office will
determine the exact time that the boat arrives
on Antipaxos. This service can be used by our
Antipaxos clients to do their own shopping on
Paxos. Bacchus House has a freezer, mobile
telephone to contact our Paxos office, torch,
games, DVDs and books on fauna and flora.
The island is small but distances are deceptive
and in parts the tracks are steep and uneven:
good walking shoes are recommended.
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BACCHUS HOUSE

COUPLES
COLLECTION

A N T I PA X O S

Imagine a cosy cottage set on top of a Greek island
with soothing winds and heart-stopping views out to
crystal-clear water. That's Bacchus House, a one-ofa-kind villa for two on the east coast of Antipaxos.
Here, you’ve got complete privacy and the ultimate
escape from the hustle and bustle of daily life. Its
charming atmosphere makes it a popular
honeymoon destination, as well as a romantic
getaway option for couples wanting to recharge and
reconnect.
Inside the villa, snuggle up in the double bedroom or
share a drink on the terrace that faces the sea. On a
warm day, dip your feet in the swimming pool or
spread out on a beach towel to soak up the sun.
Make it a date night and rustle up a romantic dinner
to enjoy in the quaint dining area, or just enjoy some
quiet time relaxing with a book.
You can plan your days on a whim here. Check out
one of the tavernas or run your toes through the sand
at the picture-perfect beaches nearby.
Sleeps up to 2
1 bedroom (1D)
1 bathroom
Swimming pool
Air conditioning
WiFi
Early booking offer

The setup
• Open-plan living room with dining and kitchen area and
opening to seafront terrace
• Double bedroom
• Bathroom
• Swimming pool (5m x 2.5m and depth 1.10m-1.40m)

For more detailed information & photos visit www.gicthevillacollection.com
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